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They’re really rockin’ in Broadstairs,
Right there in Kent UK
Deep in the heart of Sittingbourne
And round the
Whitstable Bay,
TOUR
tour
All over old Thanet
2
2 in Rodmersham
88
And down
All the cats want to play in ….

...The Sweet 16 Tour
The official organ of the APCC Kent
Tour - Published annually - 2017

Free to club members - £49.99
where charged - Editor: Bryan King

(with apologies to Chuck Berry)

Kentish lips (and lips of Kent) are licking in anticipation of
the 81st annual
APCC Kent Tour 2016 . .

...The Sweet 16 Tour
The Sweet 16 tourists (right) face the camera
at the Springfield before heading towards Kent.

If the Sweet 16 tourists are smiling with sweet surprise - it’s just that the tour has
grown before their very eyes. It’s turned into the greatest tour we’ve ever seen. Happy
touring, sweet sixteen! (with apologies to Neil Sedaka). Their lipstick is packed, their lips are
pursed and they are ready to play as they’ve never played before, since first they met
upon the village green. Come to them or their dream of victory is o’er. They loved to
play you as they played you, when you were sweet sixteen. (with apologies to James Thornton, Etta Jones and The Fureys). Next stop Sandwich Town CC!

TOUR 2016 Tourists and their Nicknames
Adam Akbarally - PALLY
Rayan Akbarally - PALLY JNR
Mohit Bajaj - FLY
Chris Bennett - GORDON
Amit Bose - GOOGERS
Derick Cordy - JC
Martin Egan - GERMAN
Chris Ellis - PHANT
Erol Hasan - TM
Scott Grudgings - HAIRYCHIP
Mike Hicks - SIXTY SIX
Errol Horwitz - KUM BA YAH
Will Howie - I AM
Oscar Howie - WILDE
Bryan King - EYETISS
Andrew Langston - THE HOERR

Terry Langston - ALL GOLD
Keiran Lee - BRUCE
Andrew Lovell - OOOOOO
Tom O’Malley - THE CAT
Jamie Mulley - KINTYRE
Sami Patel - SNAKE CHARMER
Tom Paulley - VIKING
Azeem Qadir - PANTS
Randolph Reid - REVEREND
Jared Robinson - MUFF
Anthony Shaw - TOINE
Vishal Thanki - S&M
Grayham Tindal - TIMBER
Terry White - YT
Alistair Wilson - LUMMOX

OFFICIAL TOUR
POSTS
Tour Manager:
Erol Hasan
Joint Asst. Tour
Managers:
John Freestone
(in absentia)

Bryan King
Anthony Shaw
Tour Accountant:
John Freestone
(in absentia)
Assistant Tour Accountant:
Anthony Shaw
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Lunch lures Sweet 16ers to early demise
Batsmen spurn golden opportunity at Broadstairs
Tired tourists not up to chase at Whitstable
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Happy first day Sweet Sixteen
Fine drawn match sets up the tour at Sandwich
It is a jovial and hungry Sweet 16 touring party which arrives at the newly renamed Noif Sand Butts CG at Sandwich
Town CC. After the customary magnificent lunch spread, S&M leads the selected
XI of AP onto the field to bowl to a young
and skilful home batting line-up.
It proves to be a long toil and after 37 overs, the
crowd at the NSBCG witness the tourists’ butts
being kicked all around the park. Just two wickets have been taken and the score is 248-2,
when our hosts make an excellent tour declaration, leaving something for our batsmen to go
for. Individual scores of 82 (B Smith), 100 (Collins) and 58no (Ari Smith) show how well
the home side batted, despite an unusual reliance on Smiths.
An equally excellent tea seems to galvanise the Sweet 16 batting order and Oooooo and
Kintyre stride to the crease looking as though they mean business. They have about 39
overs to get the runs. Unfortunately Kintyre, on his maiden tour, strides back to the pavilion in the ninth over, but not without playing his part in an opening partnership of
44. After a quick licking of lips and a growl, The Cat strides with feline intention to the
middle. Oooooo soon chalks up a half century and the pair purr on purposefully, with
The Cat also chalking up 50, then taking the team’s score to 118, before being dismissed for 54. Alas, Oooooo departs soon after for a swashbuckling 64.
Unfortunately, the domino effect continues and three more wickets fall quickly. A strong
favourite’s position of 118-2 therefore becomes 136-6 with the result in the balance. Fortunately, S&M is in imperious form, carving the ball to all parts. He holds the chase together, with the help of Wilde (20). With one over remaining, 15 are required. Tourists’
hopes are sky high after S&M launches the first ball for six. Two 2s and two dots leave
AP needing to hit another six to win off the last ball with one wicket in hand. S&M swings
the willow and the ball soars aerially towards the boundary! It pitches a few feet inside
the line and a two is run. Final score 246-9 and an honourable draw is secured.
A wonderful evening ensues, with liberal amounts of local beer, lager and gin & tonic
finding its way through the lips and down the necks of the Sweet 16 tourists. S&M
picks up the Big Head Medal and Bruce annexes the first Duck Tie of the week. Tour
songs are sung with the confidence of a Neil Sedaka and the versatility of a Chuck Berry
and celebrations continue till 11.10pm when the coach departs for our base at Margate.
No hint of
the drama
to follow
during the
early overs
of the
Sandwich
Town
innings.
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No run-fest for the Sweet 16ers as Belnor take batting honours
Nine fingered Toine keeps hosts at bay
As the coach turns into the car park at the delightful Rodmersham CC ground, the tour party
indulge in further lip-licking at the prospect of
the Belnor match. In recent years the fixture
has been a productive one in the runs and
wickets department and the teas have also
been superb.
Belnor have the first knock and we sit back
and wait for the customary early tumbling of
wickets. It does not come. Despite the best
efforts of Toine and The Hoerr with the ball,
the openers put on a quick 50. Toine then
misses a difficult caught and bowled and sits
on the floor saying his finger hurts. On inspection the finger appears to change direction half way up and the diagnosis is that a dislocation/break is likely. He leaves the
field and proceeds to a local hospital.
Soon after Viking, who takes over from the stricken Toine, extricates an opener.
Unfortunately this does not herald a clattering of wickets and the next pair put on
nearly a hundred. When the No 3 is out to The Cat’s bowling Belnor are on a
healthy 160-2. Two more wickets fall quickly and our hosts are on a much more
manageable score (from the Sweet 16 perspective) of 176-4 - 103 of which come
from opener Aylett. From then on we leak more runs and the declaration comes
after 40 overs with the score on 265-4.
Following a fine tea, Lummox and Gordon start the proceedings for the tourists. With
the last ball of the 3rd over, however, Gordon is dismissed for 2 runs more than a duck.
This heralds the appearance of The Cat at the crease. He settles well and boundaries
begin to flow from his bat. Problem is, the batsmen at the other end also flow regularly
- to the pavilion. Lummox is batting well, but is out too early for 19. When Viking is
bowled for nought, the only person with a mild sense of relief is Bruce who consequently will be relieved of the duck tie. At 44-3 we experience a slight turning of the tide
when TM and The Cat compile a half century partnership. By the time TM (25) is bowled
we have got back into the chase at 96-4. The Hoerr follows TM’s lead and supports The
Cat well. If these two stay together the total remains within our reach. Just as we are
looking good, The Hoerr (22) falls and with just 10 batsmen seemingly available our task
looks beyond us. Kum Bah Ya fails to advance the score and then Fly is run out for 1.
A draw seems to be the limit of our spoils from this game. Fortunately, Phant and
Eyetiss are in no mood to give their wickets away. They are boosted by noticing that
Toine has returned with his finger stalled and protected and is ready to bat one-handed
if necessary. The partnership lasts for 8 overs until Eyetiss is caught. This leaves Toine to come in
and face the final over. He survives and we get
away with an unlikely draw.
We enjoy a convivial time on the verandah (see
left), finishing off the tea, singing the Tour vocal
repertoire and finally leaving for Margate and a
variety of destinations for the fun-loving tourists restaurants, casinos and other sundry spots.
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All the relevant
statistics from the 80th Tour
compiled by Statisto
BATTING
Averages above 20 (min 2 ins)
Ins NO* HS Runs Ave
S&M
3
1
74* 177 88.5
Oooooo
3
1
64 130 65
The Cat
2
0
67 121 60.5
Wilde
3
1
52* 95 47.5
JC
2
0
52 84 42
Bruce
2
0
47 47 23.5
Pally
2
0
29 47 23.5
Hairychip
3
1
30* 46 23
BOWLING
Averages (40 or less, min 10 overs)
Ovs Mdns Runs Wks Ave
Googers
38 2
213
7 30.42
Fly
17 1
113
3 37.66
Muff
23 0
119
3 39.66
FIELDING
Catches (2 or more)

JC
3
The Cat
3
Oooooo
2
Pally/Pally Jr 2
(13 catches in all)

Stumpings (only)

Oooooo
Sixty Six

1
1

Tizzes of the week
Sunday
The Hoerr: Refusing to slide into stream
in a futile attempt to save Googers’ bowling figures.
Monday
Gordon: Buying S&M’s 2015 ‘How to
Cover Drive’ DVD and executing the technique perfectly - out caught in covers!
Tuesday
Toine: Having an operation on Tour.
Wednesday
Pants: Requesting tour guide of scenery
and songs.
Thursday
Sixty Six: Bringing a hair drier to a
cricket game.

The Finer Points
Sunday, August 7th:
Sandwich Town 248-2
AP 246-9 (S&M 74no, Oooooo 64,
The Cat 54, I Am 20)
DREW
BHM: S&M
Duck Tie: Bruce
Monday, August 8th:
Belnor 265-4 (The Cat 2-29)
AP 163-9 (The Cat67, TM 25, The
Hoerr 22))
DREW
BHM: The Cat
Duck Tie: Viking
Tuesday, August 9th:
AP 229-4 (S&M 63, Wilde 52no,
Bruce 47, Oooooo 46no)
Dover Rangers 230-8 (Hairychip 351, Googers 2-46)
LOST
BHM: Wilde
Costas T-shirt: Wilde
Duck Tie: Viking (on count back)
Wednesday, August 10th:
AP 175 (S&M 40, Wilde 40, Pally 29,
Oooooo 29)
Gore Court 199-3 (Pally Jr 2-11)
LOST
BHM: Pally Jnr
Duck Tie: German
Thursday, August 11th:
Broadstairs 246-8 (Snake Charmer
3-14, Fly 2-30, Googers 2-44)
AP 213 (Snake Charmer 55, JC 52,
Hairychip 30no)
LOST
BHM: Snake Charmer
Duck Tie: Fly
Friday, August 12th:
Whitstable 243-4 (Googers 2-72
AP 141-9 (JC 32, The Hoerr 22)
DREW
BHM: Not awarded
Duck Tie: Fly
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Defeat from the jaws of victory
Sweet 16ers not wild about result
Bucking the trend for Tour captaincy in recent years, Oooooo opts to bat first after succeeding with the toss. Hopes are high as Bruce and I Am stride to the middle at the Tilmanstone Welfare ground at Eythorne to face the Dover Rangers attack.
The skipper’s decision looks a bit suspect as
I Am returns to the pavilion after the 5th ball
of the day is bowled. Bosht then joins Bruce
and they steady the ship for a period, taking
the score to 40 when Bisht is caught for 11.
The in-form S&M then comes to the crease
and shows the watching gallery how it
should be done. With a variety of strokes he
and Bruce (47) put on 53 before the latter is
adjudged LBW. S&M, with new partner Wilde
at the crease, repeat the trick, putting on a
further 62 before S&M is caught for 63. As
he walks to the middle Oooooo is thinking
that his bat first option is working well. He
The glory ………………….. and the shame!
underlines this by smacking 46 quick runs
Wilde cleans up the BHM ...and the Costas t-shirt!
with Wilde backing up well at the other end.
Oooooo and Wilde (52no) walk back to the pavilion undefeated as the skipper makes a
good declaration - 229-4 in 44 overs.
The tea is, as always, magnificent - probably too good if you are then going out to field.
Perhaps this is the case for the tourists as they begin rather ponderously in the field after
the tea interval. Despite the fine efforts of Googers and Hairychip with the ball, our hosts
dig in well and build steady partnerships, despite remaining behind the clock in the runchase.
The main problem for the Sweet 16ers is that the Rangers opener Morgan is becoming a
fixture at the crease and as long as he stays in the task becomes easier for his team.
Hairychip (3-51) and Googers (2-46), however, chip away and pick up wickets steadily.
It is at 187-5 that Hairychip picks up the crucial wicket of Morgan (119) and AP scent
victory with the opposition needing 43 from 5.3 overs with 4 wickets in hand and their
centurion in the hutch. The next wicket falls in the following over (191-7) and the 8th
goes down in the over after that (202-9). Mayhem then besets the tourists as the 29
needed by Rangers’ last pair are
knocked off in the final 3 overs - the
final one of which being bowled by
batting hero Wilde - his only over. The
8 runs conceded during those fateful
final six balls are enough to earn him
the rarely awarded Costas t-shirt, to go
with the Big Head Medal for his 52no.
The presentations and choral performance go down very well and a
very enjoyable evening is had by
hosts and tourists alike. Jugs of
lager, bitter and G&T flow in the
customary fashion.
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Sweet 16ers kiss goodbye to victory
Insufficient total leads to early finish
The pattern continues - a
successful toss by Skipper
German and AP bat first
again - this time at Gore
Court for our longest
standing fixture.
S&M
strides purposefully to the
middle with yesterday’s
hero/villain Wilde. They
accumulate runs in a
steady fashion reaching 55
in the 10th over.
Wilde’s departure for 19 heralds the
appearance of Oooooo, who continues where Wilde left off. A further
39
are added before Oooooo is
caught for 20. With two batsmen
having played themselves in and
then got out, it is essential that
S&M stays and posts a big innings.
Unfortunately, he too is caught,
having scored 40 and taken the
score to 84-2 and we take lunch after adding two further runs.
Lunch often has a detrimental effect on the fielding side, but this
year - following
a
fine repast
- it is the
batsmen
who seem
to
suffer.
Just as we
need a long
partnership
or two, we
don’t
get
one. Three
f u r t h e r
16ers
Skipper German (wearing the Sweet
are
disduck tie) presents Pally Jnr his
first ever Big Head Medal.
missed for

Blazered and unblazered photocall at Gore Court

only 13 more runs and our innings is
looking shaky on 97-5.
Pally (29) and I Am (40) are the ones to steady
the ship and they help the total to 143 before
Pally is dismissed. The innings stutters along
as the remaining Sweet Sixteen batsmen come
and go before winding up on what looks an
inadequate total of 195 on a very good wicket.
It takes only 29.4 overs for the Gore Court
batsmen to wrap up a
victory for the loss of
only 3 wickets. The only
highlight for AP is Pally
Jnr’s 2 overs, 11 runs
and 2 wickets - one of
which was Sibley who
notched exactly 100.
Our disappointment at
losing so badly is softened to some degree by
a fine tea followed by
plenty of liquid refreshment and some hilarious
choral work including the
odd solo. After another
marathon (Snickers weren’t available) session in
the bar a beaten but unbowed Sweet Sixteen tour
party returned to base for
further excitement.

Toine rejoins touring party
after minor surgery on his
finger and has the temerity
to say he cannot play any
further on Tour.
Tizzmaster takes note!
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Fine declaration spurned by Sweet 16ers
Batsmen fail to capitalise on golden opportunity

Having followed tradition and inserted
Broadstairs, The Hoerr is looking a very
happy skipper as he surveys the scoreboard to see confirmation that the home
team are 2 wickets down in only 4 overs
having scored 18 - both victims being
caught JC bowled Googers. As he looks for
a third wicket, our hosts dig in for a while
and raise the score to 58 before Pally dislodges the Broadstairs opener who had
made 47.
A second purple
patch
delights
the Sweet 16ers as
they
romp
through another
three home team
batsmen for the
addition of only
30 runs. Lunch
comes not long
after with Broadstairs
perched
on
An atmospheric shot of the Sweet precariously
Nelson
(111-6).
A
16ers and friends enjoying a libation or two at the Brown Jug
magnificent lunch
is enjoyed by everyone, including the Brown Jug advance
party who emerge
through the pavilion
door
with
lips
smacking and slurping having seen a
few pints of IPA pass
between them.

The Sweet 16 attack probes the home batsmen before lunch.

As on Sunday and Wednesday, the lunch interval takes its toll on the Sweet 16ers. Our hosts
make us toil with our stomachs full as they
rack up another 135 in 20 overs before declaring a few overs before tea.
246-7 seems a very reasonable declaration
with plenty of time to accumulate the runs.
Going in to tea 2 wickets down for 25, however, is not the start The Hoerr is looking for.
He is looking for some solid partnerships from
his batsmen and 46 for the 3rd wicket is useful. Another 60 from the 4th wicket partnership leaves us firmly in the driving seat on
125 and just 122 to win with 6 wickets in
hand and potentially well over 25 overs to get
them.
Snake Charmer (55), The Hoerr (22) and
Hairychip (30no) all contribute good runs,
but that solid partnership does not really
happen and we lose our final wicket in the
55th over well short on 213.
Defeat does not inhibit the Sweet Sixteen
tourists from enjoying themselves. A
superb evening of song, fun and games
(some of the damp variety) are enjoyed
by our excellent hosts and tourists
alike. The evening is also notable for
the very first public recitation by
Eyetiss of the official Tour poem, specially penned by Catherine Lee to commemorate the finest club cricket tour
on earth (although they do say Venus
has some fine ones). It is a tired, but
happy group of Sweet 16ers who take the
long dark walk to the coach which will
transport them to various parts of
Thanet to enjoy the rest of the evening.

The tradition t-shirt photocall in front of the pavilion
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Sweet Sixteen tourists run out of steam
Final match against fine new opponents is drawn

For the first time in many years a
feeling of uncertainty creeps into
what is an extremely tired band of
tourists. We have a new Friday
fixture as Old Ruymians cannot
raise a team to play us this year.
Whitstable CC have kindly stepped
in at very short notice to provide
opposition for the final game of
the week.
Excitement in the coach is palpable
as the coach draws into the car park
adjacent to Whitstable Town FC. A
short walk past a set of goalposts
and the stand behind the goal leads
to a fine field with a cricket pavilion
in the corner. While we acclimatise
to our new surroundings, JC walks
out for the toss. He wins, but due to
a distinct lack of players from the
higher teams, politely asks our hosts
if they are happy to bat first. The request is received very positively and
the Whitstable openers show their
appreciation by sending several balls
from our tour-fatigued bowlers to the
boundary. After 42 runs are scored,
Googers manages to take the first
wicket courtesy of a catch from All
Gold who actually lives in Whitstable. His local knowledge of wind dihuJC enjoys handing the Duck rection,
midity and the
Tie to Kum Ba Yah.
home
batsmen,
of
course, plays
a part in him
being in the
right position
at the right
time to pouch
the ball.
A n o t h e r
wicket at 76
(run out) gives

A beguiling view of the Whitstable ground during play
through the protective ball net.

us some encouragement but sore heads
and tired bodies on a hot day do not add
up to a good day in the field. Sixty six,
however, is on the ball to stump their prolific opener Bennett, who walks back with
67 to his name. The only other successes
are another run out and a strike on the
stumps from Googers. Unfortunately, two
more 60+ innings enable our hosts to
make a very reasonable declaration on
243-4.
A superb tea is enjoyed by all as the
team contemplate getting the runs in 45
overs. Clearly a couple of good partnerships will help. Alas, they don’t happen.
The opening tally of 34 for the first
wicket is as good as it gets. Most batsmen play themselves in, but then get
out. Only JC (32) and The Hoerr (22) get
above twenty and we are faced with the
score at 141-9 with 3 overs remaining.
Three maidens are carefully negotiated
by Googers and Timber and a draw is
achieved.
Further eating and lots of drinking of the
customary beverages and a rousing rendition of the tour songs are followed by a
first-class vocal effort from our hosts,
who enter into the tour spirit with enthusiasm. The Sweet 16ers then go out into the
Thanet night to enjoy the last hours of
another superb tour.
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